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cent fragments. Platinum fuses in a few minutes, and very 
soon after commences to volatilise, and condenses in the U-tube 
in brilliant little spheres and fine dust. Aluminium distils very 
readily, and condenses in the form of a grey powder, containing 
admi><ed spherules exhibiting brilliant metallic Tin like
wise distils with facility, and the condensed product usually 
contains a considerable proportion of a curious fibrous variety 
of the metal. The distillation of gold in the electric furnace is 
particularly interesting. Abundant fumes of a light yellowish 
green colour are emitted at the electrode apertures, and the 
metal is deposited in the condenser in the form of a powder, 
exhibiting a beautiful purple sheen. The powder cor.sists of 
minute regular spheres which, when examined under the micro
scope, appear to reflect the u ;ual yellow colour of gold. Upon 
the !lnder side· of th cover of the furnace three distinct annular 
deposits are observed, the inner one consisting of yellow globules 
of considerable size, round which is a metallic deposit of smaller 
sp'1eres of such a size as to reflect a bright red tint, and outside 
this is an annular sublimate of a deep purple colour. Man
ganese is remarkably volatile; a quantity of the metal weighing 
four hundred grams entirely volatilised in ten minutes. Iron is 
likewise readily distilled, and is deposited in the form of a grey 
powder, among which are interspersed numerous small particles 
exhibiting brilliant surfaces. 

NoT only are the metal; capable of distillation at the tern. 
perature of the electric arc. Silicon rapidly volatilises and 
condenses in the copper conrlensing tube in minute spheres and 
dust. Carbon becomes almost immeci.iately converted to graphite, 
which distils over into the condenser and deposits in the form 
of light semi-transparent plates, which by transmitted light 
exhibit a beautiful chestnut colour. Distilled carbon would thus 
appear to consist of the fourth variety of the element recently 
described by M. Berthelot. The refractory alkaline earths 
appear also to be capable of di;tillation in the electric furnace. 
The experiment succeeds best, however, with a more powerful 
arc. Employing an arc furnished by a current of a thousand 
amperes, M. Moissan has distilled one hundred grams of lime 
in five minutes, the vapour condensing in the copper tube like 
fine flour. Magnesia passes over somewhat more slowly than 
lime, but its di;tillation is one of the prettiest of these remarkable 
experiments, the tints assumed by the escaping fumes and the 
brilliance of the incandescent vapour being particularly striking. 

NoTES from the Marine Biological Station, Plymouth.-The 
fullowing list completes the summary begun last week of the 
records given during the last six months of the breeding seasons 
of marine animals at Plym3uth. Am Mollusca, the Pr03o
branchs LittoriJH littoralis, Nassa reticula/a, Buccinum (un
datum), Purpura (lapillus), llfurex erinaceus and Caput'us 
lmngaricus, the Opisthobranchs Lamellaria perspima, Ap!ysia 
punctata, Pltiline aperta, many N !tdibranchs, and the Cephalo
pod Loligo media; amJng Cru>tacea, the Clad.ocera Podon and 
Evadne, various Cirripedia, the Leptostracan Ne5a!ia bipes, 
several Amphipoda, the Schizopoda Siriella ;altmsis, Lepto
mysis mediterran•a, Macromysis /lexuosa and inermi;, Schisto
mysis arenosa, the Cumacean P;eudo:umcz cercaria, the l\11crura 
Crangon (1mlgaris), fascia/us and sculptus, Palannon (serratus), 
Pa!a:monetes vczrians, Rmdzlus annulicornis and brevirostris, 
H ippo!yte Crancllii, Virbiu s varians, !a:vis and Benz
hardus, Ga/athea squamifera, the Brachyura Pvrce!lana longi
corm·s and platychdcs, Carcinus (ma:nar ), PJrtumts depurator, 
hoi.< •Ius, arcu2tus, mavmoreur and pusillus, Cancer (pagurus), 
Pilumnus hirtellus, ){atztho jloridus and rivulosus, Euryn?me 
(aspera), Stenorhynchus phalangiztJn and tmuirostris; among 
Echinodermata, Echi1tus mi!iaris, Asterina gibbosa, and 
Amp!tiura elegans; among Tunicata, Botry!lus violaceus and 
Styclopsisgrossu!aria; and among Cep3alochocdata, Amphioxus 
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lanceolalus, have been recorded. It should also be mentioned 
that the following larvre have been townetted in large numbers 
at certain periods:- Veligers, Cyphonantes, Nauplii and 
Zocea:, and the various larvre of Echinoderms. 

THE additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the 
past week include two Mozambique Monkeys (Cercopithecus 
pygeryth1·us, o o) from E:1st Africa, respectively by 
Mr. J. B. Tomkins and Mr. B. J. Travers; two Llamas 
(Lama peruana, o 9 ) from Peru, presented by Lady Meux, 
F. Z. S. ; a Rose-crested Cockatoo ( Cacatua moluccensis) from 
Moluccas, presented by Mrs. Bason ; a Greater Sulphur
crested Cockatoo (Cacatua from Australia, presented 
by Mr. Lewis Baily; a Cinereous Waxbill (Eslrelda ctZrules
cens), two Hooded Finches (Spermestes cucullata), a Grenadier 
Weaver Bird (Euplectes oryx) from West Africa, an Amaduvade 
Finch (Estre!da amandava ), two Nutmeg Finches (Munia 
punctularia), a Black-headed Finch (Munia malacca) from 
India, presented by Mr. W. L. Jeffrey ; two Greater Spotted 
Woodpeckers (Dendrocapus major) British, presented by Miss 
Miriam A. Birch Reynardson ; two Alexandrine Parrakeets 
(Pa!a:omis ale.candri) from India, presented by Mr. Wyndham 
Gibbs ; two Brazilian Tortoises ( Testudo tabulata) from Trini
dad, W. T., presented by Mr. J. S. Toppin; an Ocellated 
Skink (Seps ocellatus) from Malta, presented by CoL C. H. 
Rooke ; two Infernal Snakes (Boodon infirnalis jv.) from 
South Africa, presented by the Rev. G. H. R. Fisk, C.M.Z. S. ; 
two Emus (Droma:us novce-hollandia:) from Australia, de
posited ; two Collared Fruit Bats ( Cynonycteris co!laris), a 
Burr he! Wild Sheep ( Ovis burr he!), born in the Gardens. 

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN. 

CoMET FINLAY (1886 VII.).-The ephemeris for this comet 
for this week is as follows :-

12h. Paris. M. T. 
R.A. (app.) Dec!. (app.) 

1893• h. m. S. 0 I 

June 29 2 52 20 + 14 8·7 
30 2 57 5 I4 31'9 

July I 3 I 49 I4 54'6 
2 6 33 IS I6'9 
3 II I6 IS 38 ·6 
4 I6 0 15 59'9 
5 20 42 I6 20'6 
6 3 25 24 + !6 40'9 

STARS HAVING PECULIAR SPECTRA.-0n an examination of 
the stellar spectra photographs taken at Cambridge (U.S. A.) 
and Arequipa it has been found (A stronomy and Astrophysics 
for June) that several of them have spectra which qualify their 
designation as " interesting objects." 

The following list we take from the note referred to !-

Designation 

B. D. +49'·41 
B.D. -1 3'893 
A.G.C 5429 
A.G.C. u89o 

R .A. Decl. M 
'890- 1 89o. ag · 

h. m. , , 
o 12 '2 ... +49 <4 ... 9·4 ... Type IV. 
4 24·5 ... -13 '7 ... s·s ... F line bright. 

... 4 43·8 ... -36 23 ... 7! ... Type IV. 
8 42A ... -29 21 ... 7! ... Type IV. 

Description.. 

... xs 27 '0 --- -71 32 ... - ... Type III. (H line.s bright). 
A.G.C 22838 ... x6 47·9 ... -44 so ... 8'2 ... Type V. (bnght hnes). 
Z.C XV!II.hs6.-. xB 33 ... -6338 ... 9! ... Typelll.(Hlinesbright). 
A.G.C. 26129 ... 18 59'7 ... -38 17 ... B! ... Type IV. 
B.D. -21°'6376 ... 23 6·3 ... -21 32 ... 9·o ... Type IV. 

All these stars, it will be noticed, with the exception of the 
first two, have a large southerly declination. 

Photographic charts of the region about Z.C. XVIII.h 56 
have confirmed the variability of this star. Among other results, 
photographs of U Virginis, V Boi:itis, S Geminorum, T Cas
siopeire, R Piscis Australis et Geminorum, show that these 
stars give bright hydrogen lines. 

THE SuN'S MOTION THROUGH SPACE.-The methods that 
have generally been adopted for determining the direction of 
the sun's motion have been based on the same general principle 
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and the position of the apex of the direction of motion hM been 
deduced by analysing the proper motions of the stars. A new 
determination on different lines (a spectroscopic method) appears 
in the A stronomical :Journal (No. 298), and in this Mr. A. D. 
Risteen, the writer, bases his method on the three assumptions 
(1) that the stars used in the computation have no tendency to 
drift in any particular direction; (2) that their absolute veloci· 
ties do not depend upon their apparent positions in the heavens ; 
(3) that their absolute velocities are not functions of their own 
directions. Another minor assumption is that the absolute 
velocity of a star is not a function of the star's brightness. The 
values he gets for the right ascension and declination are given 
in the following table, in which we include those of Bischoff, 
Ubaghs, L. Struve, and Stu!l'pe. 

Bischoff 
Ubaghs 
L. Struve 
Stumpe 
Risteen 

R.A. 
285 '2 
262'4 
273'3 
285'I 
218'0 

Decl. 
+48 '5 

z6·6 
27'3 
36'2 
45"0 

The value Risteen obtains shows that the method may prove 
a very valuable one in future when more stars can be included 
(here about 42 observation equations are used), and the result 
he obtains shows that at any rate the t·eality of the sun's motion 
(the valae he gets is 10'9 English statute miles per second), and 
that our present know ledge of the direction of this motion is 
at any rate approximate. 

AN ASCENDING METEOR.-Prof. von Niess! has been 
investigating the path of the meteor that appeared on 
July 7, 1892, and was seen both in Austria and Italy. The 
result of this computation has shown that, undoubtedly, the 
path of the meteor at the latter end of its course (Natur;oissen 
scltajtliche Wochenschrijt, No. 26) was directed upwards. The 
length of its path measured I I co kilometres from its nearest 
approach to the earth surface (6& kilometres above the surface) 
to the point where it disappeared, which was at a height of 158 
kilometre>. This is about the first time that the path of a rising 
meteor has been so accurately investigated. 

THE SATELLITES OF )UPITER.-In this column for March 30 
of this year we referred briefly to the very important results that 
were being reaped by Prof. W. H. Pickering, with the help of 
Mr. Douglas, at Arequipa, with reference to the peculiar form> I 
which the satellites were found to assume at different periods of 
their rotation. ln the June number of A stronomy and A stro· 
physics we have before us a much more detailed account of these 
and later observations, which seem to have confirmed those 
made previously in nearly all res pects. In this article, which is 
of some length, the author deals first with the third satellite, 
the largest and most easily observed of the group. The results 
of twelve series of observations, taken on seven different nights, 
each series consisting of six independent observations, gave the 
value of -10··5 for the position angle of the major axis, the 
satellite being on the eastern side of its orbit, and presenting an 
elliptical disc. The observations for the elliptical phase at the 
western side were not very satisfactory, owing to bad meteoro· 
logical conditions, but the results suggested that "they would 
imply a revolution of the axis about the line perpendicular to 
the orbital plane, in about the same period as the satellites' rota
tion upon the axis itself." With regard to the surface features, 
there seems to be a marking having the appearance of a fork, 
the angle of the prongs varying from 30° to 6o•. Sometimes 
this forked-shaped feature is turned to the left and sometimes to 
the right, and occasionally a double fork is seen. The position 
angle of the axis of the belt gave a value of + 1 5•·5, and when 
the values obtained on January I and 16 are compared with 
those attained for the major axis on the same dates, they indi
cate that the two axis are inclined at between 46• to 35° to one . 
another. The attempt to determine the direction and period of 
rotation indicated that perhaps the period of rotation coincided 
with that of the revolution of the satellite in its orbit. The 
surface features on the first satellite consisted of the bands lying 
in an appraximately north and south direction, that on the 
second of a small patch detected only upon one occasion, and 
that on the fourth of a broad band a narrow line), 
and also a bright spot recorded several times at the North Pole 
and once near the south. Later determinations of the period of 
rotation of the second satellite confirmed the earlier value (4th. 
24m.), but sometimes discrepancies in the time of the flattening 
of the disc still occurred. The direction and period of rotation 
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of satellite 4 has not been determined, but its disc has been 
recorded upon fourteen differen t dates as being shortened in the 
direc1ion of the plane of its orbit, and upon eleven other days as 
being circular in form. 

After sumtning up the main facts with regard to sate!· 
lites respecting their small density, directions of rotation, 
changes of shape, &c., Prof. Pickering shows h )W Laplace's 
" ring theory" with the following premises, suits the facts :-

(I) Jupiter wa; formerly surrounded by a series of rings simi· 
lar to those now surrounding Saturn. 

(2) The direction of rotation of these rings was direct, like 
that of the planet. 

(3) By some force, whose cause is not explained, they were 
their compoaents uniting, but still retaining the same 

orb<t. 
(4 ) Like the original rings, each satellite still consists of a 

swarm of meteorites, their consolidation having been prevented 
by the enormous tides pro:luced in them by their primary. 

At the C·)nclu>ion of this discussion, in which Prof. Pickering 
takes each point individually, he has drawn up a syllabus re
garding the points to which an observer can be most profitably 
directed in the case of each satellite, subdividing them into 
grades according to the difficulty of the ob3ervations. 

TURACIN: A REMARKABLE ANIMAL PIG
MENT CONTAINING COPPER. 1 

THE study of natural colouring matters is at once peculiarly 
fascinating and peculiarly difficult. The nature of the 

colouring matters in animals and plants, and even in some 
minerals (ruby, sapphire, emerald, and a•nethyst , for example) 
is still, in the majority of cases, not completely fathomed. 

Animal pigments are generally less easily extracted and are 
more complex than those of plants. They appear invariably to 
contain n itrogen-an observation in accord with the compara· 
tive richness in that element of animal cells and their contents. 
Then, too, much of the colouration of animals, being due to 
microscopic structure, and therefore having a mechanical and 
not a pigmentary origin, differs essentially from the colouration 
of plants. Those animal colours which are primarily due to 
structure do, however, involve the presence of a dark pigment 
-brown or black-which acts at once as a foil and as an ab· 
sorbent of those incident rays which are nc>t reflected. 

Many spectroscopic examinations of animal have 
been made. Except in the case of blood and bile pigments very 
few have been submitted to exhaustive chemical s:udy. Spectral 
analysis, when uncontrolled by che nical, and when the influence 
of the soh·ent employed is not taken into account, is very likely to 
mislead the investigator. And, unfortunately, the non-crystalline 
character of many animal pigments, and the difficulty of purify· 
ing them by means of the formation of salts and of separations 
by the use of appropriate solvents, oppo' e serious obstacles to 
their elucidation. Of blood-red or hremoglobin it cannot be 
said that we know the centesimal composition, much less its 
molecular weight. Even of hrematin the empirical formula has 
not yet been firmly established. The group of black and brown 
pigments to which the various melanins belong still await ade
quate investigation. We know they contain nitrogen to I 3 
per cent.), and sometimes iron, but the analytical results do not 
warrant the suggestion of empirical formul re for them. The more 
nearly they appear to approach purity, the freer the majority of 
them seem from any fixed constituent such as iron or other 
metal. It is to be regretted that Dr. Krukenberg, to whom we 
are indebted for much valuable work on several pigments 
extracted from feathers, has not submitted the interesting sub· 
stances he has described to quantitative chemical analysis. 

I must not, however, dwell further upon these preliminary 
matters. I have introduced them mainly in order to indicate how 
little precise information has yet been gathered as to the con· 
stitution of the greater number of animal pigments, and how 
difficult is their study. 

And now let me draw your attention to a pigment which I 
had the good fortune to discover, and to the investigation of 
which I have devoted I am afraid to say how many years. 

It was so long ago as tbe year 1.866 that the solubility in 
water of the red colouring matter in the wing-feathers of a 
plantain-eater was pointed out to me. [One of these feathers, 

I A discour;e delivered at the Royal Institution by Prof. A. H . Cbu._h, 
F.R.S. 
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